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LISTEN TO ‘BE HER’ HERE 

French singer-songwriter and producer Andrea Dee is the inspiring voice behind powerful new 
single, ‘Be Her’, a follow up from her debut album ‘Truth & Dare’ in 2021.   

Laced with electro-pop influences, ‘Be Her’ is a bold and empowering musical manifesto, a 
shedding of judgment, criticism and pressure, and a call to embrace the simple joys of being 

100% unashamedly, unapologetically yourself. It’s the type of song you’d want to listen to 
walking down a busy street, for an extra boost of ‘main character’ confidence. Or to listen to with 

your girlfriends on a road trip, screaming the lyrics to the wind out of open windows.  

https://soundcloud.com/andrea-dee/be-her/s-EDCaPHBn3BC?si=6a4ac8eefde54ed6a8527655ba53a727&utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing


It was October 2022, and Andrea found herself in a place of incredibly low self-belief, high self-
doubt and lack of a community to turn to. It was this moment that inspired her to create her own 
sisterhood. Through her new concept, ‘Amplify Her’, Andrea spearheads a series of monthly live 
events that provide a supportive community and educate women how to find their place in the 

music industry.  

“Being surrounded by incredible women that are going through the same things as me, is so 
rewarding, and helped me claim my power back and the reason why all of this is worth it!” - 

Andrea Dee 

‘Be Her’ was born from this new lease of life Andrea experienced, mainly due to the shared 
experience and companionship of her newly found female community.   

A truly international artist, Andrea’s life story is something to behold. Born of German and Italian 
descent, Andrea spent her childhood and teen years growing up in Paris, after which she left 

home when was 18 with her heart set on being a third-generation showgirl in Las Vegas.  

Following this adventure, Andrea moved to New York to pursue a career in music. Throughout 
the eclectic Lower East Side, Andrea played venues including Rockwood Music Hall and 
Bowery Ballroom, followed by a tour across the USA, Europe, and Asia shortly after, with 

Andrea exhibiting her dazzling and magnetic personality to fans across the globe.  

After living in 4 different countries, Andrea has since moved to London, where she continues to 
write, produce, record and release her music from and is proud to call the city her new home.  

Re-ignited with inspiration and fuelled with passion and creativity, we’re excited to see what next 
for this multi-cultural and visionary artist.  
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